Clerk of the Court
Crown Court
Cardiff

T2017 0239

23rd October 2017

Dear Sir/Madam,
17th November 2017 4th Jury Trial Sentencing Hearing
My Awaited Neurologist and Psychiatric Report
1. Today I was informed my probation appointment tomorrow is cancelled. I suspect that this is due
to the psychiatric report your court has ordered cannot be delivered. This is therefore to request
the Court to order the correction of the medical records which was based on fraudulent MAPPA
registration.
2. Anticipating a déjà vu in the making from the numerous occasions a local psychiatrist ‘could never
be found’ to write an opinion contrary nor in agreement to the ones the then now sacked chief
forensic psychiatrist for Wales wrote in 2009 I therefore again have arranged my own.
3. On the first occasion, in November 2009, I had just escaped from Caswell Clinic to the relative
safety of Cardiff prison having been used as a human ‘guinea pig’ by the chief psychiatrist who
had diagnosed, when not appropriately qualified, my having ‘significant brain damage’, maybe
due to a brain tumour, that was ‘irreversible’ in any event and would most likely worsen if I
continued seeking civil redress against the South Wales Police though the welsh law courts.
4. Independent of the medical inaccuracy, his 19th Oct 2009 report indicates I am no threat to the
general public. This is contrary to the leaked Ministry of Justice’s MAPPA records which were
initiated by the South Wales Police without my knowledge. They are now the heart of my million
pound damages claim C90CF012 & six others caused by an exact scenario as is repeated today.
5. On 11th July 2014 my prison term was doubled due to the Swansea prison admitting in writing,
more than once, that no local forensic psychiatrist was prepared to be a party to a Parole Board
enquiry as to whether I should be released despite my having already served the mandatory
period in a welsh prison for a ‘breach of a never served restraining order’ relating to the very same
doctor still refusing to correct my medical reports some of which also were never served on me.
6. It should be noted the barrister for the Ministry of Justice, in last week’s Cardiff court hearing,
denied all knowledge of my MAPPA level 3 category 3 reports which is yet another reason why I
apply to your court for an outside police force to investigate the apparent unlawful reasons why
i)
a MAPPA 3/3 registration of me was required;
ii)
when their malicious machine-gun prosecution collapsed it triggered a conspiracy
for my incarceration in Ashworth’s high security psychiatric hospital for life;
iii)
no correct medical records, despite the current NHS culture not to admit liability.
Yours,
Maurice J Kirk BVSc

